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Abstract: Electron-impact ionization (EII) processes are essential for modelling high-temperature
plasma in quite different research areas, from astrophysics to material science to plasma and fusion
research and in several places elsewhere. In most, if not all, of these fields, partial and total EII cross
sections are required, and often for a good range of electron energies, in order to determine, for
instance, the level population of ions and spectral line intensities in plasma under both local and non-
local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. To obey these needs, various kinds of semi-empirical
EII cross sections have been applied in practice, often simply because of the large computational
demands in dealing explicitly with two free electrons within the continuum. Here, we expand JAC, the
Jena Atomic Calculator, to provide such empirical EII cross sections for (most) atoms and ions across
the periodic table. Five empirical models from the recent literature have been implemented to support
a simple and rapid access to the partial EII cross sections for electrons from a (partly filled) shell (n`)q

as well as the total ionization cross sections. We here restrict ourselves to the direct part of the EII cross
section, whereas the impact excitation of electrons with subsequent autoionization and the resonant
electron capture with double autoionization have been left aside in this first implementation. Rapid
access to the (direct) EII cross sections will help already to better understand the role of electron-
impact processes in the diagnostics of fusion plasma or the interpretation of astrophysical spectra.

Keywords: atoms and ions; binary-encounter approximation; electron-impact ionization; empirical
model; impact ionization cross section; inner-shell ionization; Jena Atomic Calculator; partial cross
section; relativistic

1. Introduction

Electron-impact ionization (EII) generally refers to the collision process of (fast) elec-
trons with ions, atoms, molecules or the solid state, a process that is often accompanied
by the relaxation of the remaining bound electrons. The impact ionization of electrons is
the inverse process of three-body recombination and has been found important in many
research areas, from atomic and molecular spectroscopy to astro- and plasma physics,
medical science and the design of semiconductor devices. The EII process frequently oc-
curs indeed in all (high-temperature) plasma. Apart from the direct ionization of bound
electrons, this process formally also includes the impact excitation of target electrons with a
subsequent autoionization, the resonant capture of electrons with multiple autoionization
or several high-order processes in the interaction of an incoming electron with different
quantum targets [1,2]. See Figure 1 for a brief overview of the various contributions to the
EII process.

Of course, many of the applications above also require detailed EII cross sections. For
atoms and (positively charged) ions A q+ in their ground configuration, the direct process
A q+ + e−i −→ A (q+1)+ ∗ + e−f + e−r first of all depends on the kinetic energy ε of
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the incident (or initial) electron e−i , which is inelastically scattered in this process to result in
a final-state electron e−f with energy ε f as well as an additional (released) electron e−r with
energy εr. The atom is thereby ionized and can be found either in its ground configuration
or, more often than not, in some inner- or valence-shell excited level A (q+1)+ ∗ . While
various approximations (and computational methods) have been applied in the literature
in order to estimate—direct and occasionally even more complete—EII cross sections [3,4],
the formalisms and implementations behind them typically only have a limited range of
validity and/or feasibility, and quite remarkable discrepancies may occur among different
approximations [2].

Figure 1. Overview and basic steps in the computation of partial and total EII cross sections. Apart
from the direct ionization of (inner-shell) electrons by electron impact, the impact excitation of
the target with a subsequent autoionization and the resonant capture of electrons with multiple
autoionization or several high-order interaction processes contribute as well to the EII. Whereas most
empirical models apply fit parameters, which are suitable for just one or several shells, charge states
and/or elements, we here also implement a generalized and parameter-free BEB model [5]. See text
for further discussion.

A number of semi-empirical models [6–8], especially the distorted-wave Born and
close-coupling approximations, nowadays provide powerful quantum-mechanical meth-
ods for describing the inelastic electron scattering process from above [9,10]. However,
since these methods usually come with quite high computational demands, they are still
applicable only to atoms and ions with simple shell structures. Despite all the recent
progress in dealing with electron–ion collision processes, therefore, a fast and reliable
access to empirical EII cross sections has not yet been found indispensable for advancing
research in astro- and plasma physics or elsewhere.

To provide such a rapid and reliable access to the direct—partial and total—EII cross
sections, we here expand JAC, the Jena Atomic Calculator [11], to support different models
for (almost) all atoms and ions from the periodic table of elements. For medium and heavy
elements, moreover, a relativistic implementation of the electronic structure is required
(and desirable) to model the experimentally observed level structures [12]. Unlike most
other parts of JAC, these (empirical) estimates are based on just single-electron energies,
typically together with a proper scaling of the (differential and) partial ionization cross
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sections. Examples are shown especially for the ionization of hydrogenic Li 2+ ions as well
as for the inner-shell EII of selected ionic targets, for which the cross sections can be readily
compared with data from the literature.

This study is structured as follows. In Section 2, we first recall the central assumptions
and methods in treating the EII of atoms quantum-mechanically. In particular, we here
outline the surmises behind the binary-encounter theory as the basic approximation behind
most of the empirical models for estimating EII cross sections as functions of the impact
energy ε. Section 3 then summarizes the principal features of the (five) models that are
implemented within the JAC code. This includes a short account of this toolbox itself, the
role of empirical computations, the definition and use of selected data structures and how
all the necessary information is communicated to and within the program. The use of these
additional features in JAC is later shown and explained in Section 4. For the ionization
of multiply charged Ne 8+ ions, we here demonstrate how readily the empirical model
itself, the initial configuration(s), impact energies as well as the subshells of interest can
be selected and specified by the user. A simple comparison of these models also enables
the user to recognize and extract relativistic or inner-shell contributions to the total cross
sections. Finally, a short summary and conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Empirical Approximations for Modeling Impact Ionization Processes
2.1. Empirical Estimates versus Quantum Many-Electron Computations

In atomic physics, empirical estimates of cross sections are typically applied for the
sake of feasibility and often in contrast to (much) more elaborate quantum many-particle
computations. These estimates are mainly built upon classical arguments and combine
empirical knowledge about the general energy-dependence of the EII cross sections with
specific (fit) parameters that are adopted for just a single or a few selected elements. With
these insights, empirical estimates can avoid many, if not all, difficulties in dealing with
(quasi-)free electrons in the continuum. For the impact ionization of an (inner-shell) electron
from the (n`)q-shell of an atom with occupation q and binding energy εn` , Lotz [13] was
perhaps the first to provide empirical EII cross sections for most neutral atoms up to
Z = 108. His well-known “Lotz formula”

σ (EII) (ε) = a q [10−14 cm2 eV 2]
ln(ε/εn`)

ε/εn`
[1 − b exp(− c (ε/εn` − 1))]

expresses the partial EII cross section for the shell (n`)q in terms of just three dimensionless
(fit) parameters. Although this formula is no longer state-of-the-art in estimating EII cross
sections, it reproduces a good number of measurements within about 10–20% over a wide
range of impact energies, and it may still serve as a “fast educated guess” when more
accurate methods are not necessary. Further improvements on this and similar empirical
formulas have nowadays made the partial and total EII cross sections reliable enough for a
large class of elements, charge states and impact energies, despite several (and sometimes
severe) failures of these methods under certain circumstances.

Yet, serious difficulties may also occur with advanced quantum many-electron compu-
tations of EII cross sections [14]. These difficulties mainly arise from (i) missing interactions
between the two outgoing electrons; (ii) a sizable, if not even large, number of relevant
scattering states, owing to the coupling of the two electrons within the continuum; (iii) a
δ-like normalization of free electrons (orbitals) associated with the continuous spectral part
of the underlying Hamiltonian; (iv) a proper account of the boundary conditions for all
in- and outgoing continuum waves as well as (v) large radial integration domains, which
typically go well beyond the scope of standard (localized) atomic structure computations.
In a quantum treatment of EII, each free electron formally requires a three-fold spatial
integration up to a rather large radius (around the core) and beyond which the integration
is either neglected or continued analytically. These difficulties have limited full, ab initio EII
computations to ions with (initially) one or just a few bound electrons. For more complex
shell structures, only the distorted-wave approximation appears realistic today [15–17],
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in which differential (in energy) EII cross sections are obtained from the formulas of the
electron-impact excitation (EIE) cross section but by replacing the excited bound electron
with the second outgoing electron. Despite a good number of case studies and computa-
tions for selected ions [9,10,18], detailed cross sections are rare and still not very reliable,
cf. Ref. [2].

It is this increase in (numerical) complexity that suggests and let us bring up a few
empirical models of EII cross sections also within JAC, mainly by following the studies of
Kim and coworkers [6,19] and related models.

2.2. Binary-Encounter Approximations

The binary-encounter (BE) approximation, as the name suggests, aims to simplify the
many-electron collision into a two-body collision problem between the incident particle
and just one of the bound target electrons. This approximation applies classical arguments
on the shape of the differential ionization cross secions and combines them with the
(classically) expected high-energy behavior. It was first developed by Thomson [20] and
later expanded by Thomas [21] and Vriens [22] to quantum-mechanical collisions between
identical particles, including estimates of their exchange interaction and the interference
between the direct and exchange contributions. Since then, the BE approximation has
been found a valuable tool in numerous applications and, in particular, if simplicity, speed
or qualitative insights are needed or if a full quantum-mechanical treatment appears to
be impractical.

Here, we shall not put together or explain details about the BE approximation, which
has been discussed in various places [6,19]. For high impact energies, the energy-differential
and dipole-allowed EII cross sections are reasonably well-described by the Bethe approxi-
mation σ (EII: Bethe) ∝ ln E/E , similar to the heating of matter by thermal electrons. The
classical BE approximation relates the energy-differential cross section for the collision of
two particles to the energy and momentum transfer among the particles. Further exten-
sions of this approximation are known as BE-Bethe (BEB) or BE-dipole (BED) models in the
literature and have lead to a number of useful formulas for partial EII cross sections for
ionizing an electron from the q-fold occupied shell (n`)q . The BED model, for instance,
merges the well-known Mott cross section for the close collision of two charges with the
leading dipole term from the Bethe cross section. Several of these formulas have later been
expanded towards relativistic impact energies of the incident electron as well as to cover
medium and heavy elements with a relativistic shell structure. In practice, however, most
of these derivations have already been made with specific assumptions in mind about
the behavior of the EII cross sections, and often by introducing and making use of quite
sophisticated notations.

2.3. Use of Semi-Empirical Models

The need for and use of empirical EII cross sections cannot be overrated. Apart from
a few rather general parameterizations of cross sections that can be applied to certain
groups of atoms and ions, various special solutions have been suggested and applied
in the literature in order to incorporate relativistic and ionic corrections into these cross
sections [7,23–26]. For example, Vriens and Smeets [27] constructed a whole set of simple
analytical formulas for EII cross sections and rate coefficients as well as for three-body
recombination, even if it appears difficult to follow this paper in good detail.

Let us illustrate the use of such empirical formulas by means of the (non-relativistic)
binary-encounter-dipole (BED) model. This model merges the Mott scattering for the
short-range interaction of two electrons with Bethe’s theory [28] in order to incorporate
the (so-called) exchange and interference terms within the dipole approximation. In this
model, moreover, the partial and energy-differential EII cross section for the ionization of
an electron from the shell (n`)q is given in atomic units [ a2

o ] by
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Here, t, u, w refer to the (relative) kinetic energies of the incident, the initially bound
and, respectively, the finally released electron, all normalized with regard to the binding
energy εn` of the ionized electron. Moreover, d f

dw = εnl
d f
dεr

∝ εnl σ (PI)(ω) denotes the (so-
called) differential dipole oscillator strengths [29]. This and similar formulas can be found
in the literature, although often expressed using rather tedious notations. All the (relative)
energies and parameters in these formulas are readily available from atomic structure
codes; of course, they could also be refined by taking empirical data from the literature,
but for the price that these energies need first to be collected and evaluated critically. For
large impact energies ε of the incident electrons, furthermore, several corrections have
been introduced and discussed as well in the differential EII cross sections, which may then
lead to sizable, though realistic, enhancements. At incident electron energies ε ≈ 300 keV,
the relativistic contributions can double the total EII cross section of H and He, and they
will become dominant at even higher energies.

Today, a good number of such binary-encounter-type models are known from the liter-
ature with various more-or-less useful improvements, corrections and empirical scalings
for selected elements and shell structures [7,23–26]. No attempt is made here to carefully
evaluate, compare or analyze these models in further detail. In the implementation be-
low, we instead have chosen five recently refined and applied models in order to help
users with a simple and rapid access to the direct EII cross sections. Indeed, the main
emphasis has been placed on a simple use of these cross sections, while the accuracy of
data cannot always be ensured and (may) requires a comparison with ab initio data (if
available) or other information from the literature. These models should be applicable
quite independent of the given element, its charge state and shell structure, even if these
simple requests will not be fulfilled by all these models equally. Table 1 summarizes a few
central features and limitations of the selected models as well as the associated (concrete)
data type <: ImpactIonization.AbstractModel that help select a particular model within
the code [cf. Section 3.2 below]. All these models incorporate various modifications with
regard to the original BEB and BED cross sections and can be applied to (certain groups
of) multiply charged ions as well as to the impact ionization of neutral atoms. The use
of some relativistic model is typically suggested for all impact energies ε & 50 keV as
well as for the inner-shell ionization of heavy atoms and ions with, say, Z & 70 . Whereas
the (non-relativistic) BEB and BED models can be applied to all shells of light or medium
atoms, though with a different numerical uncertainty, the parameter-dependent BED model
of Haque and coworkers [8,30] has been designed especially for the partial K-, L- and
M-shell EII cross sections of medium-Z elements. Moreover, the partial EII cross sections
are usually less accurate for the direct impact ionization of valence shells owing to their
low binding energies and their sensitivity to missing correlations.
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Table 1. Empirical models for the EII of atoms and ions that are implemented in the JAC toolbox.
For each of these models, we here recall a few central features, major limitations and the associated
concrete data type <: ImpactIonization.AbstractModel, which is taken to select a particular
model internally.

Model Features and Limitations

Generalized
binary-encounter Bethe
(BEB):

suitable for non-relativistic and relativistic impact energies and most not-too-heavy elements. This
model is parameter-free and easy to use [5] and expands the EII cross sections of Kim and
coworkers [6,19]. It is often applied to light and medium elements with Z . 30, as well as to the EII
of (sub-)valence shells. The relativistic version of this model is suggested for impact energies
ε & 50 keV; ImpactIonization.BEBmodel, ImpactIonization.RelativisticBEBmodel.

Binary-encounter-dipole
(BED):

a modified BEB model following the studies of Huo [31] and Uddin and coworkers [32]. Again, this
model is suitable for both non-relativistic and relativistic impact energies, but is based especially on
fit parameters; ImpactIonization.BEDmodel, RelativisticBEDmodel.

Parameter-dependent
(fitted) BED:

another modified BEB model due to Haque and coworkers [8,30]. This model can be applied to a
good range of impact energies by making use of different fit coefficients for the K-, L- and
M-subshells. It incorporates certain ionic and relativistic corrections and has been applied
successfully up to ultra-high energies ε ≤ 2 GeV for atomic targets with nuclear charge
Z = 1, . . . , 92; ImpactIonization.FittedBEDmodel.

2.4. Resonant Excitation and Capture Contributions to Electron-Impact Ionization

Whereas the direct ionization process typically contributes most to the (total) im-
pact ionization cross section, it does not describe the EII process completely. Other
non-resonant contributions arise from the excitation of inner-shell electrons and their
subsequent autoionization. Here, the initial excitation step first brings the ion into the
continuum of the next (or even several) higher charge state and, hence, makes autoion-
ization of the atom possible. Of course, any inner-shell excitation A q+ + e−i −→
A q+ (∗) + e−f −→ A (q+1)+ ∗ + e−f + e−r comes with a well-defined threshold in the
impact energy of the incident electrons. The same final state of the ion can usually also
be reached by some resonant electron capture and either sequential or double autoion-
ization: A q+ + e−i −→ A (q−1)+ (∗) −→ A (q+1)+ ∗ + e−f + e−r . These resonant
contributions to the EII cross sections are sometimes referred to as resonant-capture double
autoionization (RCDA) and resonant-capture Auger double ionization (RCADI), respec-
tively. In practice, however, the inner-shell excitation and resonant-capture contributions
can both be implemented more readily in atomic-structure theory by means of atomic
cascades [33,34], since they require the computation of many electron transition amplitudes
for different processes, such as for an impact excitation, autoionization or the dielectronic
capture of atoms and ions; cf. Ref. [35–37].

In particular, the (inner-shell) excitation-with-autoionization contributions to the par-
tial EII cross section are known to become significant for impact energies for which the
valence-shell ionization is still dominant. Until the present, this excitation with autoioniza-
tion has been considered in the literature for selected ions only [38,39]. To deal with these
contributions, we have recently restructured the code for cascade computations in JAC in
order to support (in the foreseeable future) such non-resonant and resonant contributions
within EII cross sections [40].

3. Implementation of Partial and Total Electron-Impact Cross Sections

With this short account of empirical estimates of EII cross sections for atoms and ions,
let us now expand JAC, the Jena Atomic Calculator, to make use of the selected models
[cf. Table 1] and to facilitate their rapid access and comparison. To this end, we have
introduced the concept of Empirical.Computation as a new and efficient tool in order to
deal with a good number of empirical models and estimates.
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3.1. The JAC Toolbox

JAC was originally developed as a platform to support atomic structure calculations of
different kinds and complexity for many atoms and ions, including level energies, energy
shifts, rates and cross sections for a large variety of atomic processes and experimental
scenarios [11]. A primary goal in designing this platform was to establish a general
and easy-to-use toolbox that integrates different physical and computational demands
within a single framework and, thus, to help ensure good self-consistency of all generated
data. With the implementation of JAC, we also aim to provide a descriptive language
that (i) emphasizes the underlying atomic physics, (ii) facilitates both a seldom and more
frequent use of this toolbox and (iii) avoids most technical slang common to many atomic
structure codes [41]. An overview about the JAC toolbox has been given elsewhere, along
with a link to download the code [42].

Our implementation of JAC makes use of Julia as a new language for scientific com-
puting. This programming language embraces as number of (modern) features, such as
abstract and dynamic types, optional type annotations, type-specializing, just-in-time com-
pilation of code and dynamic code loading or garbage collection, to name just a few [43,44].
It has been designed as a functional language where procedures serve as basic “words
and idioms” in order to operate upon data types and/or data structures and to fulfill well-
defined tasks. When compared with other programming languages, Julia’s type system,
and particularly its abstract data types, helps establish a hierarchy of relationships between
data and actions and, hence, to model behavior within large code projects. Since Julia is
built by default on dynamic arrays, whose size can simply grow by pushing further data
to it, this computing language enables one to arrange and clearly articulate data in a form
suitable for solving complex tasks in physics [45]. In addition, Julia also includes powerful
features for parallelization.

Until the present, JAC’s (so-called) Atomic.Computation has been one of its central
data types to describe and control the calculation of atomic properties, processes and
cascades [40]. This data type is typically based on a list of explicitly given electron con-
figurations in order to generate all atomic state functions of interest and to provide a
simple communication and interface between the different parts of the program. In this
contribution, we here expand JAC to also support a few Empirical.Computations for ob-
taining (total) energies and cross section estimates, mainly based on empirical arguments
and algorithms.

During the past years, JAC has been sizeably enlarged along different lines both to
assist “additional” physics computations and to make the code more readily accessible
to users. Apart from calculating the electronic structure and properties of free atoms
and ions, the focus in JAC’s development was placed on the treatment of open f -shell
elements [46], the computations of radiative and dielectronic recombination plasma rate
coefficients [47,48], the setup of approximate Green functions [49], the algebraic evaluation
of expressions from Racah’s algebra [50] and even estimating atomic (line) energies and
decay rates under different plasma environments [51]. We here follow similar objectives, as
summarized above, by adding features to JAC for providing useful empirical estimates of
the partial and total EII cross sections.

3.2. Empirical Estimates of EII Cross Sections within JAC

Empirical estimates of atomic data and cross sections are useful (and needed) if de-
tailed quantum computations either are impractical or appear unfeasible. Examples of such
empirical data include certain excitation and decay energies of inner-shell excited (hole)
configurations, for instance, in terms of the (one-electron) Dirac–Fock binding energies,
atomic radii, polarizabilities of ionic ground levels, ionization and charge-exchange cross
sections or, perhaps more challenging, ion mobilities and stopping powers in buffer gases
or thin foils. To deal with these and similar (empirical) estimates, we have defined and
here apply the data structure Empirical.Computation in order to handle different entities,
models and/or data sets. These estimates can then also be used internally in JAC or as
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input to other codes for describing, possibly, the radiation transfer or ionization balance in
a plasma.

In practice, the data type Empirical.Computation is quite simple to employ. The
lower panel of Figure 2 displays its internal definition which, apart from a short name,
just comprises information about the nuclear charge (model), a radial grid if needed as
well as a list of electron configurations. These configurations describe the shell occupa-
tion of the underlying atom or ion, whose electronic structure is later, however, treated
by its mean charge distribution and the associated one-electron spectrum. For these con-
figurations, an atomic mean-field representation is first generated in order to obtain the
electron binding and kinetic energies for all shells (n`) of the given system. From the
binding energies, we can also determine the effective charge that is felt by an electron in
the given subshell and which enters, for instance, the generalized BEB model [5]. The
current property of interest in such empirical computations is selected by means of the
settings::Basics.AbstractEmpiricalSettings, which enable the user to distinguish
between the different branches of these tools; cf. the upper panel of Figure 2 for the defini-
tion of this abstract type, which ensures internally the dynamic assignment of the correct
code. Of course, each empirical computation also leads to a rather specific outcome that is
typically returned in some dictionary (structure), along with a proper printout to screen.

Version January 20, 2024 submitted to Plasma 7

abstract type Basics.AbstractEmpiricalSettings
... defines an abstract type to distinguish between and to deal with different settings

of empirical processes/computations.

struct Empirical.Computation
... defines a type for the empirical estimation of (total) energies as well cross sections

for various ionization and charge exchange processes.

+ name ::String ... A name associated to the given computation.
+ nuclearModel ::Nuclear.Model ... Model, charge and parameters of the nucleus.
+ grid ::Radial.Grid ... The radial grid to be used in the computations.
+ configs ::Array{Configuration,1} ... A list of non-relativistic configurations.
+ settings ::Basics.AbstractEmpiricalSettings

... Provides the settings for the selected kind of computations (estimates).

Figure 2. Definition of the data structure Empirical.Computation that help support quick estimates
on different properties in JAC. See Section 3.2 for further explanations.
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Figure 2. Definition of the data structure Empirical.Computation that helps support quick estimates
of different properties in JAC. See Section 3.2 for further explanations.

Table 1 displays the five empirical models that have been implemented in JAC. For each
of these models, this table lists a few central features and limitations that apply with regard
to the impact energy ε, the range of atoms or ions and the types of cross sections that can be
estimated. It shows the concrete data type Model <: ImpactIonization.AbstractModel,
which helps select a particular model and strengthens the control of the program; cf. the
upper panel of Figure 3. The use of an abstract type also allows the user to readily add new
and modified approximations without other parts of the program needing to be altered.

Apart from this (abstract) type, Figure 3 displays two relevant data types that help es-
timate EII cross sections based on some particular empirical model. In fact, all further infor-
mation and control parameters are provided by the settings of the Empirical.Computation
and will make the implementation of further properties straightforward. In these settings,
we provide the selected model, the impact energies ε, the selected shells (middle panel
of Figure 3) as well as a number of logical flags to distinguish between the partial and
total cross sections. A more detailed description of these data types can also be obtained
interactively, for instance, with ? ImpactIonization.BEBmodel, to recall the purpose of
this struct and the definition of all subfields. In total, there are at present about 250 of
these data structures in JAC, although most of them remain hidden from the user.
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abstract type ImpactIonization.AbstractModel
... defines an abstract and a number of (concrete= singleton types for the computation of

empirical EII cross sections in different models.

+ struct BEBmodel
... to apply a generalized binary-encounter Bethe (BEB) model for non-relativistic impact

energies; cf. Kim et al (2001) and Wang et al (2023).
+ struct BEDmodel

... to apply the binary-encounter dipole BED model due to Huo, PRA (2001) for non-relativistic
impact energies.

+ struct RelativisticBEBmodel
... to apply a generalized relativistic BEB model for relativistic impact energies

(Wang et al., 2023).
+ struct RelativisticBEDmodel

... to apply a modified relativistic BED model due to Uddin et al. PRA (2005) for
relativistic impact energies.

+ struct FittedBEDmodel
... to apply a modified relativistic BEB model due to Haque et al. AQC (2017) for both,

non-relativistic & relativistic impact energies, and by using fitting coefficients
for the K-, L-, and M-subshells (sometimes also known as MUIBED in the literature).

struct Basics.ShellSelection
... defines a struct to specify a list of shells by means of different constructors.

+ active ::Bool ... true, if some selection has been made.
+ shells ::Array{Shell,1} ... List of explicitly selected shells.
+ lSymmetries ::Array{Int64,1} ... List of selected (partial-wave) l-symmetries.

struct ImpactIonization.Settings <: AbstractEmpiricalSettings
... defines a type for the settings of (calculating) empirical electron-impact ionization

cross sections.

+ model ::ImpactIonization.AbstractModel
... The particular model to be used for the empirical EII cross sections.

+ impactEnergies ::Array{Float64,1}
... List of impact-energies of the incoming electrons [in user-specified units].

+ calcPartialCs ::Bool
... True if partial (shell-dependent) cross sections are to be calculated, and false otherwise.

+ calcTotalCs ::Bool
... True if total cross sections are to be calculated, and false otherwise.

+ shellSelection ::ShellSelection
... Provides the selected shells for the computation of partial EII cross sections, if any.

Figure 3. Abstract and concrete data types in JAC that help estimate partial and total EII cross sections
by applying different empirical models for given impact energies as well as for the impact-ionization
from selected shells. See text for further explanations.

even atomic (line) energies and decay rates under different plasma environments [51]. We here follow244

similar objectives, as summarized above, by adding features to JAC for providing useful empirical245

estimates on the partial and total EII cross sections.246

3.2. Empirical estimates of EII cross sections within JAC247

Empirical estimates of atomic data and cross sections are useful (and needed), if detailed quantum248

computations are either impractical or appear even unfeasible. Examples of such empirical data refer249

to certain excitation and decay energies of inner-shell excited (hole) configurations, for instance, in250

terms of the (one-electron) Dirac-Fock binding energies, the atomic radii, polarizabilities of ionic251

ground levels, ionization and charge-exchange cross sections or, perhaps more challenging, to ion252

mobilities and stopping powers in buffer gases or thin foils. To deal with these and similar (empirical)253

estimates, we have defined and here apply the data structure Empirical.Computation in order to254

handle different entities, models and/or data sets. These estimates can then be used also internally in255

Figure 3. Abstract and concrete data types in JAC that help estimate partial and total EII cross sections
by applying different empirical models for given impact energies as well as for impact ionization
from selected shells. See text for further explanations.

4. Rapid Access to and Comparison of EII Cross Sections from Different Models

4.1. K-Shell Electron-Impact Ionization of Ne 8+ Ions

Measurements of (partial) K-shell EII cross sections have a long tradition in the liter-
ature [52–54]. The ionization of these K-shell electrons can be readily detected for most
medium and heavy elements by just recording the subsequent X-ray emission, which, on its
own, has been utilized in a good number of applications. In thermal plasma, for example,
the electron-impact ionization of atoms or ions governs the evolution of the ion charge
state distribution. While the target atoms are often simply irradiated WITH some electron
gun, the emitted X-rays are usually observed by means of semiconductor detectors. In
practice, most EII cross section measurements have been restricted to impact energies of
about ε . 10–50 keV.

For Ne q+ (q = 1, .., 9) ions, in particular, the K-shell EII cross sections have been
deduced from the analysis of the charge state distribution evolution of ions that were
extracted from an electron-beam ion source for high impact energies ε = 2.7–10.0 keV [53].
These ions are relevant because neon has frequently been utilized in tokamaks as a diag-
nostic element for probing fusion plasmas [55]. To provide a quick estimate of the K-shell
EII cross sections for just helium-like Ne 8+ ions, Figure 4 shows the (Julia) input that needs
to be prepared by the user to apply the JAC toolbox. Apart from selecting the units of all
(one-electron) energies at in- and output times, this input script specifies a name (string), the
nuclear model and a radial grid, as appropriate for a mean-field representation of the given
ion, as well as its ground configuration, from which the impact ionization takes place. In the
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settings, moreover, we call for cross sections for the input energies iEnergies = [1200.,
1600., 2000., ...] eV. Obviously, moreover, we can only include the ionization from the
1s shell for helium-like ions, where the partial and total EII cross sections will coincide in
this case. All the cross sections are eventually printed to screen once the computations have
been perform ed. Let us mention, finally, that all these calls in Figure 4 can also be made
line-wise in order to immediately see and check the consistency of the given specifications.

Version January 20, 2024 submitted to Plasma 9

# Calculate partial K-subshell EII cross section of Ne^8+ in different models;
# choose one of BEBmodel(), BEDmodel(), RelativisticBEBmodel(), RelativisticBEDmodel(),
# FittedBEDmodel().
setDefaults("unit: energy", "eV")
model = ImpactIonization.RelativisticBEBmodel()
name = "EII cross section for K-subshell of Ne^8+."
nucModel = Nuclear.Model(10.0)
grid = Radial.Grid(Radial.Grid(true), rbox = 3.0)
iEnergies = [1200., 1600., 2000., 4000., 6000., 10000., 20000., 60000., 100000.] # [eV].
selection = ShellSelection(true, [Shell("1s")], Int64[])
configs = [Configuration("1s^2")]
eiiSettings = ImpactIonization.Settings(model, iEnergies, true, false, selection)
comp = Empirical.Computation(name, nucModel, grid, configs, eiiSettings)
#
perform(comp)

Figure 4. Input to the JAC toolbox for estimating K-shell EII cross sections for helium-like Ne 8+ ions
by means of generalized (relativistic) BEB model. Other models can be readily selected as well. Once
the computations are perform ed, the partial and total resonance strengths are printed to screen for all
selected (sub-) shells. See text for further discussions.

JAC or as input to other codes for describing, possibly, the radiation transfer or ionization balance in a256

plasma.257

In practice, the data type Empirical.Computation is quite simple to employ. The lower panel of258

Figure 2 displays its internal definition which, apart from a short name just comprises information259

about the nuclear charge (model), a radial grid if needed as well as a list of electron configurations.260

These configurations describe the shell occupation of the underlying atom or ion, whose electronic261

structure is later however treated by its mean charge distribution and the associated one-electron262

spectrum. For these configurations, an atomic mean-field representation is first generated in order to263

obtain the electron binding and kinetic energies for all shells (nℓ) of the given system. From the binding264

energies, we can determine also the effective charge that is felt by an electron in the given subshell and265

which enters, for instance, the generalized BEB model [22]. The current property of interest in such266

empirical computations is selected by means of the settings::Basics.AbstractEmpiricalSettings267

that enable the user to distinguish between the different branches of these tools; cf. the upper panel of268

Figure 2 for the definition of this abstract type, and which ensures internally the dynamic assignment269

of the correct code. Of course, each empirical computation also leads to a rather specific outcome that270

is typically returned in some dictionary (structure), along with a proper printout to screen.271

Table 1 displays the (five) empirical models that have been implemented into JAC. For each of272

these models, this table lists a few central features and limitations that apply with regard to the impact273

energy ε, the range of atoms or ions or the types of the cross sections that can be estimated. It also274

shows the concrete data type Model <: ImpactIonization.AbstractModel that help select a particular275

model and which strengthens the control of the program; cf. the upper panel of Figure 3. The use of an276

abstract type also allows the user to readily add new and modified approximations without that other277

parts of the program need to be altered.278

Apart from this (abstract) type, Figure 3 displays two relevant data types that help estimate279

EII cross sections, based on some particular empirical model. In fact, all further information and280

control parameters are provided by the settings of the Empirical.Computation and will make the281

implementation of further properties straightforward. In these settings, we provide the selected model,282

the impact energies ε, the selected shells (middle panel of Fig. 3) as well as a number of logical flags283

to distinguish between the partial and total cross sections. A more detailed description of these data284

types can be obtained also interactively, for instance by ? ImpactIonization.BEBmodel, to recall the285

purpose of this struct and the definition of all subfields. In total, there are at present about ∼ 250 of286

these data structures in JAC, although most of them remain hidden to the user.287

Figure 4. Input to the JAC toolbox for estimating K-shell EII cross sections for helium-like Ne 8+ ions
by means of generalized (relativistic) BEB model. Other models can be readily selected as well. Once
the computations are perform ed, the partial and total resonance strengths are printed to screen for
all selected (sub)shells. See text for further discussions.

Figure 5 compares the partial EII cross sections for the ionization of a K-shell electron
of helium-like Ne 8+ ions obtained from different computations and measurements. The
results are shown for impact energies from the threshold εthr ≈ 0.6 ≤ ε / 100 [keV] .
In particular, cross section estimates from the JAC toolbox in the generalized BEB model
(BEBmodel(); solid black line) are compared with the estimates of Haque and cowork-
ers ([52]; green dashed-dotted line) and the measurements of Duponchelle et al. ([56]; red
squares) as well as those of Donets and Ovsyannikov ([53]; black circles). After a rather
steep rise in the cross section up to its maximum just below ε ≈ 4000 eV, the cross section
smoothly decreases, typical for high impact energies. Good agreement is found, especially
with the experiments of Duponchelle et al. [56], even if these experimental data might still
be affected by ions in the metastable 1s2s 1,3S levels. Besides the K-shell EII cross section in
Figure 5, these authors have also reported double ionization for q = 5 and 6.

Predictions of the K-shell EII cross sections have been found sensitive, especially for
low-Z atoms and ions. By using a similar input as in Figure 4, we have also estimated the
1s ionization of hydrogen-like Li 2+ ions at low impact energies ε & 0.14 keV. Figure 6
displays and compares the partial cross sections from the generalized BEB model with the
original BEB estimates of Kim and Rudd [24] and the measurements by Tinschert et al. [57].
For these low-Z ions, the use of an effective charge in the generalized BEB is crucial and
brings the estimated cross sections in close agreement with the experiment. Whereas such
computations are obviously selective and cannot ensure the same accuracy for the EII cross
sections of all other atoms and ions, a comparable good agreement has been found in a
number of further test calculations.
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Figure 5. K-shell EII cross sections σ
(EII)

K (ε) for helium-like Ne 8+ ions. Cross-section estimates from
the JAC toolbox in the generalized relativistic BEB model (RelativisticBEBmodel(), cf. Table 1; black
solid line) are compared with estimates by Haque and coworkers ([52], green dashed-dotted line) as
well as measurements by Duponchelle et al. ([56], red squares) and Donets and Ovsyannikov ([53],
blue circles).
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Figure 6. K-shell EII cross sections σ
(EII)

K (ε) for hydrogen-like Li 2+ ions. Partial cross sections
from the generalized BEB model (BEBmodel(); black solid line) are compared with the original BEB
estimates (blue dashed line) of Kim and Rudd [24] and the measurements of Tinschert et al. ([57];
red triangles).

4.2. Partial M-Shell and Total EII Cross Sections for Argon-like Kr 18+ Ions

Multiply charged krypton ions have been proposed as candidate for the plasma
diagnostics of future thermo-nuclear reactors. The spectroscopy of these ions may help
deduce the plasma temperature, both in the central region and at the edges of fusion
devices. Under these conditions, however, the ions often populate not only the ground but
also several (metastable) excited levels.

With JAC, we can follow similar lines as in Figure 4 above. Instead of the single 1s
shell, we here consider the impact ionization from the 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s and 3p shells for argon-
like Kr 18+ ions (Z = 36) in their [Ar] ≡ 1s22s22p63s23p6 ground configuration. We also
adopt the impact energies iEnergies = [enˆ1.3 for en=0.5:36.0] to ensure a smooth
behavior of the generated partial and total cross sections in the plot. All further input can
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be chosen analogously to Figure 4 and independent of the particular model that is applied
in the empirical estimation. Figure 7 shows the partial and total EII cross sections of the
Kr 18+ ions for impact energies 0.5 < ε . 100 keV. The partial cross sections for the K-,
L- and M-subshells (Figure 7a) have been calculated in the generalized BEB model and
are distinguished by color, whereas the total EII cross section (black solid line) from the
present work is compared with similar estimations by Haque and coworkers ([52]; green
dashed line) as well as the measurements by Khouilid et al. ([58]; red circles). Figure 7b
compares the partial M3 EII cross sections from three different models implemented in
the JAC toolbox. The estimates from these models can be readily obtained by selecting a
proper Model <: AbstractModel in the input script and differ by about 15% from each
other, with some favor for the generalized BEB model (BEBmodel). In these computations,
all relative energies are applied, as obtained from a simple mean-field computation of the
ionic ground configuration.

The total EII cross sections can be compared with the measurements by
Khouilid et al. [58], who applied the animated crossed-beam method for all Kr q+

(q = 12–18) ions in the energy range from threshold to about 5.5 keV. In their setup,
metastable states may have contributed as well to the cross sections for Kr 18+ ions, besides
their 1S0 ground level. These measurements also show that at low impact energies, the
inner-shell excitation of the 2s + 2p (and to a minor extent, the 1s) shells plays a relevant
role owing to the rapid autoionization of these hole configurations. These inner-shell
excitation also explains the various “jumps” in the total EII cross section in terms of the
excitation thresholds and the contributions from the different shells [59]. The role of these
excitation–autoionization processes is also seen in the rather large deviations of all empirical
models for impact energies below and near the maximum of the total cross section. Similar
measurements have been performed for other krypton ions [60] based on Hartree–Fock
threshold energies [61].
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Figure 7. K-, L- and M-shell partial EII cross sections of the Kr 18+ ions for impact energies
ε = 0.6–100 keV. (a) The partial cross sections from the generalized BEB model are shown in
color for the individual (sub)shells, while the total EII cross section (black solid line) from the present
work is compared with the estimates of Haque and coworkers ([52], green dashed line) and the
measurements by Khouilid et al. ([58], red circles). The jumps in the measured EII cross sections
(red circles) at ε ≈ 1.5 keV arise from the onset of 2p→ 3d electron-impact excitations with subse-
quent autoionization. (b) Comparison of the M3 partial EII cross section from four empirical models
implemented in JAC: generalized BEBmodel (black solid line), BEDmodel (green dashed line) and
FittedBEBmodel (red dashed-dotted line); cf. Table 1 for a brief account of these empirical models.

5. Summary and Outlook

Reliable (direct) EII cross sections are indeed crucial for many applications in astro-
and plasma physics and in various other places. This work demonstrates how readily
partial and total EII cross sections can be estimated for most atoms and ions without further
information and parameters needing to be provided. Emphasis has been placed especially
on a rapid access and comparison of these EII cross sections as predicted by different
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models. All estimates are just based on the (relative) single-shell energies, easily obtained
from atomic mean-field computations. In order to support a simple use of these estimates,
we, moreover, have introduced Empirical.Computation into JAC, which helps comprise
and control all necessary input, such as the (ground) configuration of the atom or ion, the
range of impact energies or the (sub)shells for which the partial cross sections need to be
determined. The implementation in JAC also enables one to easily account for relativistic
contributions in the EII cross sections.

Partial EII cross sections from JAC’s present expansion are shown for the ionization
of both inner- and valence-shell electrons. Apart from the obvious success of the given
estimates and their good agreement with experiments, care should be taken for low-Z
atoms and ions, for which advanced quantum computations are available [4]. While the
empirical computations above deal first of all with the direct part of these cross sections,
we also plan to implement future (cascade) computations [40] for the resonant excitation
with subsequent autoionization and/or the (resonant) capture with subsequent double
ionization. In practice, however, the present tools already offer useful features for the
computation of level populations and spectral line intensities of non-LTE plasmas. In
addition, they might be found useful for plasma diagnostics and the simulation of light
curves from neutron-star mergers and other multi-messenger events.
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